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Xnoxville, Tennessee 37902

Dear Mrs. Merchant:

I was hired by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in August Of
1987. as an 'Mc Program Manager in the corporate chemistry group.
In April 1988, 1 was promot-ed to the position of Superintendent
-%f Cher.istry and Environmental, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, a PG-9

K.>oaition which I held until April 2, 1993, when, in violation of
ederal. Regulations pertaining to reductions in force, I was

personally surplused but ry job continued on. Since that day, I
have been in a non-work status in TVA's Employee Transition
Progran (ETP) . It has now becoze apparent that TVA's reason for
lying about 11surplusing" my position at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant,
which essentially resulted in my termination, was unlawful and
was in violation of 42 U.S.C. S 5851. In actuality, TVA
determined to surplus me because of the fact that I or people
under my direction had found .a~ndfor documented and/or reported
and/or cor-rected problems which affected plant safety at
Seq-uoyah. My basis for arriving at this conclusion is the result
of num~erous interviews with my manager, Dr. 'Wilson McArthur.; the
past Plant Manager or Sequoyah, Mr. 'Robert Beecken; thbe past Vice
President of Sequ oyah, Mr. 3ac3k Wilson; and =y Euman Resource

Officer, Mr. Ben Easley; and others.
On April 2, 2.9.93, my supervisor, Mr. W. 'F. ZJocher, presented me
with a letter from Mr. aoe Bynum, Vice President, Nuclear Power
Operations, stating that I was being placed in ZI? because my
position as Superintendent of the Chenistry and Environmental
group at Sequoyah was determined to be surplus (Exhibit A).
(Both zy iz=ediate supervisor, Mr. W. F. Jocher, and his
supervisor, Dr. 'Wilson McArthur, were very dismayed about the
decision to place me -in ETP, and expressed their disagreement
KIth this decision publicly and in front of witnesses.) - If that
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position was abolishecq, it was done so in name only and as apretext to get rid of me. An April 27, 1993, memo also authored
by Mr. Bynum clearly stated that there 'would be a Chemistry
Kanager at Sequoyah (Exhibit 3).

The new position of Chenistry manager is for all practical
PU~rposes the same as that of, Superintendent of Chemistry and
Environmental, a job which I held for several years at Sequoyah.
This fact was borne out when I was offered the Chezistry Manager
Job at Sequoyah on July G, 1.993 by the Raid/Chem Manager
Mr. Charles KZent, and the now Seg.uoyah Plant Manager Mr. 1Xen
Powe.rs. This offer was in fact coordinated through ETP
management, specifically Mr. Ron Brock and Mr. Jim Mania, but 'Vag
withdrawn when, according to Sequoyah's ?ersonnel Managar, Mr. Al
Black, "It 'was blocked at the highest level".

In an interview 'with Plant Manager, Kr. Rob Beacken, ion
December 9, 1992, Mr. Beecken. stated that one of the reasons that
he did not want me back at Sequoyah--I had been rotated to a
positio'n in corporate chemistry in March 1992 but without a
'hange of job title or description and was scheduled to r~eturn toK,~ Position at Sequoyah in March 1993--was because of" "ft~h
idm~onitor effluent calculations not accounting for the vacuum."1

In 1982 the Nuclear 'Regulatory Comniission (NRC) sent technical_.*.,._information to all nuclear sites (I&E Bulletin) thtt warned of .r VAffconditions that could compromise containment radiation monitor
setpoints. The bulletin was distributed to chemstry and
engineering for an evaluation. The 1982 evalua~tion was not
adequately pe~rformed since personnel at sequoyah did not consider
the impact that negative pressure in the noble gas chamber wouldhave on monitor readings. They apparently only considered theimpact on monitor flow indi~cati.on and radioactive iodine
readings. This erroneous evaluation was performed Tul.ly fiveyears before I accepted employment with TVA. After I assumed my
position at Sequoyah, I was informed several tines -by plant
chbemistry and, engineering personnel in direct response to my
questions that radiation monitor re~adings had been properly
established, and did in fact correct for negative pressure.
Subsequently, a Significant Corrective Action 'Report (SCAn) Wasinitiated delineating the problem as well as the necessary
corrective actions to bring the monitor into compliance.

Xr. Beecken was not at all pleased with the faict that the issuewas reported and documente., -his position being that he wanted it
fixed vithout reporting' it.

~Another reason Mr. Beecken cited for not want.ing re back was
1[t)he filter change-out scenario". In this case, personnel who
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may or may not have been under my supervision--they reported to
me on the orgarnization chart but I was on another temporary
assignment in the plant at the time---discovered that a
containment radiation monitor bad been improperly aligned after
sampling activitie~s. Once, the problem was discovered,,
appropriate notifications we-re made as I had previously
instructed thez, and the incident was entered into the corrective
action process using the scAR. This action is required by
Sequoyah Procedures as well as federal law. Mr. Eeecken was
~upset because the radiation monitor could have been reset without
being reported and no one would have been the wiser. Doing so
would have avoided the SCAR process but would have been
irresponsible and counter to NRC and TVA regulations.

Thus,, even though I was not directly responsible for either of
the u~nderlying conditions leading to those situations, I was
charged with them by M~r. Beecken. However, whether or not I was
actually responsible for them, XMr. Beecken thought I was, and he
determined to deny me my job because of the reporting process
having been initiated. There-fore, I am suffering reprisals for
finding, documenting, reporting and fixing a preexisting problem
associated with. a radiation monitor required to be operable by

~'-1USIRC Technical F-pecifications. Further, to take action against
me for reporting problems via the corrective action process is an
example of a repressive ranagement structure that seeks to
conceal problems. This can only result in problems being
suppressed instead of being handled in a forthright manner which
would seek to address the root cause and prevent recurrence.

As another examples, Bill Uor-her and I determined that Sequoyah
chemistry personnel could not m~eet URC's three-hour requirement
for conducting post-accidents sampling analyses (Exhibit C). It
was our view that NRC had established a three-hour Requirement
while others in higher positions at SON, including Site Vice
President rack Wilson, disagreed. M~r. 3'ocher requested
permission from his supervisor, Dr. NcArthur, to contact NRC
through corporate licensing for clarification on the three-hour
constraint. NRC confirmed the three-hour limit, and we conducted
exercises to determine the training level of the chemistry staff.
seventy-five percent of the chemistry technicians failed to
perform their post accident samplinglanalysis activities within
the three-hour requirement, and some of them were not able to
complete these critical activities at all. The-se test results
were anticipated and predictable in that management had
previously surplused all degreed chemistry instructors and
converted the training lab into a storage room in an ill-advised
attempt to cut costs. Without recurring training to reinforce

Ki~fundarental concepts, post accident sampling proficiency as well
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as other technician skills deteriorated to alar-minci levels.
Subsequent neasurements by the Institute of Nuclear Power
Qiperations (INPO) as well as Corporate Chemistry confirmed this
condition at considerable cost to TVA Fuclear Program head
Mr. 0. D. Kingsley, who had previously advised, the TVA Board of
Directors to the contrary..

our test results revealed the bankruptcy of management's efforts
at cost cutting, and the findings were reported. Such
revelations are not well received at TVA.

Furthert I was constantly in the position of being understaffed
and under-budgeted. My pointing this out at various times to MY
superiors met with rebuke, notwithstanding Mr. Kingsley's
promises to TVA Chairman Mr. John 'Waters that certain equipment
deficiencies noted by 11-PO would be corrected. including these
items in the budget tize after tire 'only to have them deleted or
deferred by higher management brought a~bout a recurrent finding
condition by various audit groups that kept opening and closing
this particular item. Bringing up the sorry state of TVA's
Tu~Ipment maintenance repair program was always met with disfavor

~,id contributed to my current situation.

--sanial of my job at Seguoyah and imy being surplused. were actions
taken by the highest levels in the TVA nuclear management
structure. In early July 1993, 3I was offered the position of
Chemistry Manager at Sequ.oyah. by the Chemistry Radcon Manager,
Mr. Charles Rent, after I had interviewed with the new plant
manager, Mr. Zen Powers. I was given a start date, a sal.ary, and
the proceedings were coordinated through the appropriate ETP
Managers. .A few days later, I -was told that I apparently had a
I"ta~rget"I on my back because persons high up in the nuclear
organi~ation hadi protested~ ry job offe~r directly to the new
Sequoya~h Site Vice President, Mr. Fennech. I believe that TVA's
decision to notC cons-umate =y job offer as Chemistry Manager at
Sequoyah in July was another violation of 42 U.S.C. S 5851.

Also, at one point in the personnel evaluation process, =y
manager, Dr. McArthur, had me rated very high in comparison to
his other direct reports, only to have Mr. Dat Reuter, Vice
President of Operations Services, personally intervene and
mandate that I be given no pay increase. In spite of the
opposition raised by my direct supervisor, and in the presence of
my Human Resource Officer, Mr. Ben Easley, hReuter ordered
Dr. McArthur, td place me in a position which would result in no
oay increase, and nade it clear that it was his (Xeuter's)

~_.ecfision. Two other senior chemistry managers from two different
'VA locations were victimized by similar retaliatory actions on
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the part of TVA m~anagement f or reporting and docu~menting
safety-related issues. Actions of this type appear to be the
norz as contrasted to the exception and receive their impetus
from the highest :levels of TVA nuclear Management. This is
indicative of a systexid problem within the agency versus an
isolated occurrence. Intertttingly, while I was the Chemistry`
a~nd Environmental. Superinitendent at Sequoyah,, the program
received outstanding grades as a result of each INPO evaluaition.
NJevertheless, the types of events recorded above were deemed by
upper ==agageent as either embarrassing to them. or of greater
significance than running a good overall chemistry program.

As an employee in TVA's nuclear power program, I am required by
f ede-ral law to report and document issues related to the safe
operation of the facility. To do so at TVA's Sequoya~h Nuclear
Plant is to invite reprisals in the form of unexplained demotion's
*(ExAhibit D),j pay cuts in spite of one's performance and
irrespective of the direct input from one's supervisor, and
eventually the loss of employment. TVA has historicall2y tak~en
action against employees for reporting safety issues with
apparent i~muflity from HEC, an agency for whom they have patent

,s regard.

-a I mentioned earlier, the facts and issues are extremely well
documented, and I look~ forward to sharing this with You, as well
as ir-parting other insights into this case. to you and/ or nembers.
of your staff.

Sincerely yours,

-a-ry L riser

I hereby designate lir. Charles W. Van Bek~e, 'Wagner.. Myerrs, and
Sangem, P.C., 3.801 Plaza T~ower,, go0 S. Gay Street, Knoxcville,
Tennessee, 37929, a.: zy attorney in this matter.

Gdary L. ~4iser

Date:
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